
margiebella.com/pages/masks  

NOTE: The best way to protect yourself from COVID-19 is good hygiene & public health measures like frequent hand washing, physical distancing 
and staying home if you are sick. Fabric masks are not as effective as medical masks but can help reduce spread, particularly in areas like grocery 
stores & pharmacies where physically distancing is more challenging. Wearing a mask does NOT mean that you can stop physical distancing. 

SIZE: (circle one) 

SM      MED     LRG      XL     ONESIZE 

FILTER: (circle one) 

Built-in Filter                 Pocket for Filter              Both  
(interfacing sewn in)         (insert your own filter)        (built-in & pocket) 

MATERIAL: (note) 

    

   

Wash your hands 

Before putting on a mask.  
 

After adjusting a mask.  
 

After removing a mask. 

Position & Fit 

Cover your nose and mouth. 
 

Bend nose wire (if available) 
for a close fit. 

 

Hands Off 

Masks can cause you to 
touch your face more. 
Don’t touch your face. 
 

Don’t touch front of mask.   

Remove Safely 

Replace when damp.  
 

Only touch elastic/ties. Do 
not touch the front of mask. 
 

Contain and/or wash ASAP. 

Wash Frequently 

Wash after each use in hot 
water and soap.  
 

Machine wash with clothing 
or by hand (scrub 20 sec.) 

This mask was handmade by someone who cares about you, but we aren’t medical experts. Use at your own risk and stay safe!  
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